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Handicrafts, which record China’s traditional agrarian way of life and intangible 
cultural heritage, are an important carrier of Chinese culture. It is undeniable that like 
tens of or even hundreds of species that die out globally each day, China’s folk art also 
faces the danger of becoming extinct and requires urgent remedial measures. One 
example is the art of “Guoguo hulu” (gourds carved with pictures) in Liaocheng, 
Shangdong province. Disappearing with it are the traditions, customs, religious belief, 
emotions and values embodied in it. “Cultural symbols of folk arts are gradually 
disappearing. Culture is confronted with unprecedented challenges to survive.” 
Proceeding from this concern, the author of this thesis puts forward artistic thoughts 
about the historical background, the craftsmanship and technical features of “Guoguo 
hulu” based on his field study over the past several years, hoping to raise people’s 
awareness of protecting the ecological environment of culture and engage them in 
saving folk culture. 
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